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We construct a set in RD with the property that the nodal surface of the second
eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian is closed, i.e. does not touch the boundary
of the domain. The construction is explicit in all dimensions D2 and we obtain
explicit control of the connectivity of the domain.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is a famous conjecture by Payne [8] that the nodal surface of the 2nd
eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian on a bounded domain 0 in R2
touches the boundary 0. The conjecture was later extended by S. T. Yau
to higher dimension [12]. For convex domains in R2 the original conjec-
ture was proved by Melas [7]. Later, in [5] the conjecture was proved for
another class of domains that are not necessarily simply connected. Further-
more D. Jerison has proved the conjecture in any dimension for long thin
convex domains and, in that case, obtained information on the position
of the nodal set [6]. However, M. Hoffmann-Ostenhof, T. Hoffmann-
Ostenhof and N. Nadirashvili [4] constructed a non-simply connected
counterexample to the general conjecture in R2. The 2-dimensional example in
[4] relies heavily on choosing a very symmetric domain and using symmetry
arguments. In higher dimensions it is not possible to choose similar, very
symmetric domains. The obstruction being that there are only a finite
number of regular polyhedra in any dimension greater than or equal to 3
(in 3 dimensions these are the platonic solids). In this paper we will look
at a natural higher dimensional generalisation of the domain in [4]. Because
of the lack of symmetries the argument from [4] cannot be applied. We shall
use an alternative, and in a way more direct, argument to reach the desired
conclusion.
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1.1. Generalities
For a bounded connected domain 0 (with sufficiently regular boundary)
we will look at the Laplace operator with Dirichlet conditions at the
boundary. This defines a positive, self adjoint operator &20 with domain
W1, 20 (0) (see [3] for notation) and purely discrete spectrum. We denote
the eigenvalues (eigenfunctions) by [*j (0)]j=1 ([uj (0)]

j=1), so
&20u j (0)=* j (0) uj (0) in 0
uj (0)#0 on 0,
and the eigenvalues are ordered according to size: 0<*1(0)<*2(0)
*3(0) } } } (it is a general result that *1(0) is simple and strictly positive).
We may take the eigenfunctions to be real and orthonormal: (uj (0), uk(0))
=$j, k , where $ is the Kronecker delta. Since the eigenfunctions are real,
and the first can be chosen positive, the second eigenfunction u2(0) has to
take both positive and negative values. According to Courant’s Nodal
Domains Theorem 0 splits into exactly two connected open sets 0+ , 0&
such that u2>0 on 0+ , u2<0 on 0& and 0 =0 + _ 0 & .
It is now natural to study the geometry of the nodal set N(u2), where
N(u2)=[x # 0 | u2(0)(x)=0].
Generically (see [11]), this is a manifold of codimension 1, and one may
ask whether it always touches the boundary of the domain, i.e. whether
N(u2) & 0{<
always. This is the above mentioned conjecture by Payne [8].
1.2. The domain
We choose 0<R1<R2 such that
*1(B(R1))<*1(B(R2)"B(R1))<*2(B(R1)).
Furthermore we let N # N, and let [x1 , ..., xN]/[x # RD | |x|=R1]. Then
we let = # R+ _ [0] and define
0= (B(R2)"B(R1)) _ \ .
N
j=1
B(xj , =)+_ B(R1).
As a measure of the distance between the points we introduce:
$=$(x1 , ..., xN)=inf {$>0 | [x # RD | |x|=R1]/ .
N
j=1
B(xj , $)= .
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FIG. 1. A typical domain.
This measures the maximal distance between neighboring points. Let us
also introduce the simpler
\=\(x1 , ..., xN)=min
j{k
[distS N&1 (xj , xk)],
where distSN&1 is geodesic distance on the sphere. We will always assume
that \>0 and that =<\2. To make sure that the holes are evenly distri-
buted, we assume $\c0 , where c0 is some constant which will be assumed
fixed throughout the paper. See Fig. 1 for a typical domain.
We will simplify notation by writing *j, = and uj, = instead of the heavier
*j (0=) and uj (0=)
Notice that 00=(B(R2)"B(R1)) _ B(R1), is the union of two disjoint
domains and that the Dirichlet Laplacian on this set is explicitly solvable
in terms of Bessel functions.
In [10] it was proved that &2= converges to &20 in strong resolvent
sense as =z0. Thus in particular
*j, =Z*j, 0 .
From this we see that when = is sufficiently small, then *2, = is a simple
eigenvalue. We have the freedom to multiply any eigenfunction by a scalar.
We will now fix the choice of these scalars for the lowest eigenfunctions of
00 : We choose u1, 0 to be the non-negative Dirichlet groundstate of B(R1)
extended by 0 on B(R2)"B(R1) and in the same way u2, 0 as the non-
negative Dirichlet groundstate of B(R2)"B(R1) extended by zero on B(R1).
Notice, that this natural choice of u1, 0 and u2, 0 makes them non-negative.
That will be important in the arguments below.
Define N(u2, =)=[x # 0= | u2, =(x)=0], then the result of this paper is:
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Theorem 1.1. Let c0>1, then there exists $0>0 such that for all
choices of N, x1 , ..., xN with |xj=R1 satisfying
v $(x1 , ..., xN)$0 ,
v $(x1 , ..., xN)\(x1 , ..., xN)c0 ,
then
N(u2, =) & 0= <,
for all = sufficiently small.
Remark 1.1. Thus, the theorem says, that if we cut many, small holes,
and they are almost evenly distributed over the sphere, then the nodal
surface will be closed.
All constants are given explicitely and one can therefore give an upper
bound on the minimal number of holes necessary for the theorem to hold.
This upper bound will be of the order 109, which is probably by far too
large. Therefore no details the calculation leading to this number will be
given.
We use [1] and [9] as standard references for results on stochastic
processes. In those books references to the original articles can be found.
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
The most important result in this section is the following estimate:
Lemma 2.1. _C>0 independent of =, $ such that
|(uj, = , u2, 0) |C
*1+D4j, =
|*j, =&*2, 0 |
N=D+O(=D+1),
when = is sufficiently small (dep. on $). Here C can be chosen as
C=(ru2, 0 | r=R1 ) _D&1e
1+18?C0 ,
where C0 is the constant given in Lemma 2.5 below, and _D&1=volR D&1 (B(1)).
Remark 2.1. $&(D&1) is proportional to the number of holes, so N in
the above Lemma can be changed to $&(D&1), up to a change in the
constant C.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is given in the rest of this section as a series of
lemmas.
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Lemma 2.2.
(uj, = , u2, 0)=&
ru2, 0 | r=R1
* j, =&*2, 0 |S= u j, =( y) d_( y),
where S= [x # 0= | |x|=R1] and _ is surface measure on the sphere [ |x|=R1].
Proof. This is, in fact, just Green’s identity:
*j, =(uj, = , u2, 0) =(&2=u j, = , u2, 0)
=*2, 0 (uj, = , u2, 0)&|
S=
uj, =( y) ru2, 0( y) d_( y).
Now we use that u2, 0 is rotationally symmetric to reach the conclusion. K
Thus we need to estimate S= uj, =( y) d_( y).
Notice the following argument:
Lemma 2.3. \y # 0= we have
|uj, =( y)|&uj, =& e*j, = E y[{=],
where {= is the exit time of Brownian motion from 0= ; i.e.
{= inf[t>0 | Wt  0=],
where Wt is D-dimensional Brownian motion and E denotes the expectation.
Proof.
uj, =( y)=et*j, = (et2= u j, =)( y)
=et*j, = E y[uj, =(Wt), t<{=]
et*j, = &u j, =& E y[1<{= t]
et*j, = &u j, =& E y[{=]t.
Now we put t=*&1j, = to get the lemma.
Lemma 2.4.
&uj, =&e1(8?)(*j, =)D4.
Proof. This was proved in [2, p. 63]. I am grateful to T. Hoffmann-
Ostenhof for pointing my attention to this reference. K
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Thus we will prove a bound E y[{=]=O(=) when y # S= . This will finish
the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.5. Let Wt=(X 1t , X
2
t , ..., X
D
t ) be D-dimensional Brownian motion.
Let
{= inf[t>0 | Wt  0=].
Then _C0>0 such that \$>0
sup
y # S=
E y[{=]C0=+O(=),
when = is sufficiently small (depending on $). Here C0 can be chosen as
C0=
(D&2) D
- D&1
R&(D&1)1
R&(D&2)1 &R
&(D&2)
2
(R22&R
2
1)(1+R2 R1),
for D3 and
C0=
1
2
(R22&R
2
1) R
&1
1
1+R2 R1
log(R2 R1)
,
for D=2.
Proof. Let Mt=W 2t &Dt, then Mt is a martingale since the different
coordinates of Wt are independent 1-dimensional Brownian motions. Let
x # S= , we may choose the coordinates so that x=(R1 , 0, ...., 0). Now, by
the martingale property,
Ex[Mt]=Ex[M0]=R21 ,
so
DEx[{=]=Ex[W 2{=]&R
2
1
=R21P
x[|W{= |=R1]+R
2
2P
x[ |W{= |=R2]&R
2
1
=(R22&R
2
1) P
x[|W{= |=R2].
We will now prove that when = is sufficiently small, then
Px[|W{= |=R2]C1=+(
1
2+O(=)) sup
y # S=
P y[|W{= |=R2].
Since x # S= was arbitrary, this proves the lemma, with C0=2((R22&R
2
1)D) C1 .
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FIG. 2. The stopping time {=1 .
We introduce the following stopping times:
Let
k=
=
- R21&=2
R1+R2
2
r
R1+R2
2R1
=,
and define
{=1=inf {t>0 } :
D
j=2
(X jt )
2=k or |X 1t |=
R1+R2
2
or |X 1t |=R1 2= .
(see also Fig. 2).
Define furthermore
{1=inf[t>0 | |Wt |=R1],
{2=inf[t>0 | |Wt |=R2].
Then
Px[ |W{= |=R2]=P
x[|W{= |=R2 7 {
=
1<{
=]
Px[|W{= | b %{=1 R2]
=Ex[PW{ =1 [ |W{= |=R2]],
where we used the strong Markov property of Brownian motion. We
continue the calculation:
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Ex[PW{ =1 [ |W{= |=R2]]=E
x[PW{ =1 [|W{= |=R2 , {1<{2 , W{1 # S=]]
+Ex[PW{ =1 [{1>{2]]
#a+b.
Let us look at the first term a. Below we will once again use the strong
Markov property of Brownian motion.
PW{ =1 [|W{= |=R2 , {1<{2 , W{1 # S=]
=PW{ =1 [|W{= | b %{1=R2 , {1<{2 , W{1 # S=]
=EW{ =1 [1[{1<{2] 1[W{1 # S=] P
W{1 [|W{= |=R2]]
(sup
y # S=
P y[ |W{= |=R2]) E
W{ =1 [1[{1<{2] 1[W{1 # S=]]
( 12+O(=))(sup
y # S=
P y[ |W{= |=R2]),
when = is sufficiently small (dep. on $). Here we used that due to symmetry
the chance of ‘‘falling back’’ into the hole we came from, is 12, and the
probability of falling into another hole is O(=) as =  0 (this follows from
[9, Theorem 3.1, p. 102]).
Thus we only need an estimate of order = of the term b. This is easily
accomplished:
First for D3. Since |Wt |&(D&2) is a martingale and leaves [R&(D&2)2 ,
R&(D&2)1 ] with probability one, we get ([1, Corollary 4.10, p. 33])
PW{ =1 [{1>{2]=
R&(D&2)1 &|W{ =1 |
&(D&2)
R&(D&2)1 &R
&(D&2)
2
1[ |W{ =1 |>R1]
.
Therefore, by a first order Taylor expansion,
bcEx[|X 1{=1&R1 |]
c - Ex[ |X 1{=1&R1 |
2]
=cEx[- {=1],
by the Jensen inequality, since (X 1t )
2&t is a martingale. Here c can be
chosen (up to errors of higher order in =) as
c=
(D&2) R&(D&1)1
R&(D&2)1 &R
&(D&2)
2
.
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Now {=1{~
=
1 , where {~
=
1=inf[t>0 | - Dj=2 (X jt )2=k]. Remember that
x=(R1 , 0, ..., 0). By scaling
Ex[{~ =1]=k
2Ex[{],
where {=inf[t>0 | - Dj=2 (X jt )2=1].
For D=2 we have to use log |Wt | instead of |Wt | &(D&2).
PW{ =1 [{1>{2]=
log |W{=1 |&log R1
log(R2 R1)
1[ |W{ =1 |>R1]
R&11
| |W{ =1 |&R1 |
log(R2 R1)
1[ |W{ =1 | >R1]
R&11
| |X 1{ =1 |&R1 |
log(R2 R1)
1[ |W{ =1 |>R1]
+O(=2).
Now, Dj=2 (X
j
t )
2&(D&1) t is a martingale, thus
Ex[{]=
1
D&1
Ex _ :
D
j=2
(X j{)
2&= 1D&1 ,
and we get
C1=
D&2
- D&1
R&(D&1)1
R&(D&2)1 &R
&(D&2)
2
1+R2 R1
2
,
for D3, and
C1=
R&11
log(R2R1)
1+R2R1
2
,
for D=2.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Here we will prove the following, more precise, version of the main
theorem. Let us first fix the relative magnitude of the various parameters:
Since \r$, Nr$&(D&1) and we can express everything in terms of $.
Theorem 3.1. _$0>0 \$<$0 _=>0 such that u2, =(x)>0 \x with
|x|=R1&$.
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Remark 3.1. The following argument shows that Theorem 3.1 implies
Theorem 1.1:
Since *2, =Z*2, 0 as =  0, we know that from a certain point *2, =>*1, 0 .
By the scaling relation *j (B(R))=R&2*j (B(1)), we find that for small = we
may choose R =0<R1 such that
*1(B(R=0))=*2, = .
In the limit we get R=0zR0 , where *1(B(R0))=*2, 0 . Suppose now that
R0<R1&$ and *2, =>0 \ |x|R1&$. Then, for small =, either u2, =>0 on
an open set containing B(R=0), or u2, = takes negative values inside the
sphere [ |x|=R1&$]. In the first case we get *2, =>*2, = which is obviously
a contradiction. Therefore u2, = takes negative values inside the sphere
[ |x|=R1&$] and, by Courant’s Nodal Domains Theorem, the nodal
surface gets trapped.
The strategy of the proof is the following:
We look at
(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0(x),
where |x|=R1&$. On one hand, we can express this, using the spectral
theorem, as a sum of terms of the form
1
*n+1j, =
(uj, = , u2, 0) u j, =(x),
where we expect the term with j=2 to be the most important one. If
u2, =(x)0 we get
(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0(x) } :j{2
1
*n+1j, =
(uj, = , u2, 0) uj, =(x) } ,
which will be small in a suitable sense, i.e. O(=D).
On the other hand, we can estimate
(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0(x),
from below, rather explicitely, using Brownian motion techniques. This
gives a lower bound, which is also of order =D. By keeping track of how the
constants in both bounds depend on $, we get a contradiction, for small $,
if u2, =(x)0. Notice, that it is essential for the lower bound that u2, 0 is a
positive function.
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Now we will give the details:
Lemma 3.1. Let y # S= #[x # 0= | |x|=R1], and let d=dist( y, 0=)>0.
Then _c, C>0 independent of =, $ such that
1
*n+12, =
(u2, = , u2, 0) u2, =( y)cd&C=2&C=D+1 $&1.
Here c can be chosen as c=1*n+12, 0
1
8 ru2, 0 | r=R1
Proof. Let F be a box around y with sidelength d with two sides at
right angles to the vector from y to the origin. Let F1 be the side of F with
the largest distance to the origin. We define the stopping time {F as the exit
time from F i.e.
{F (|)=inf [t0 | Wt (|)  F ].
Let also
{0(|)=inf [t0 | Wt (|)  00]
{=(|)=inf [t0 | Wt (|)  0=].
Notice that {F{0{= . We look at the iterated resolvent (&2=)&(n+1) for
a sufficiently big n:
[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0]( y)= :

j=1
1
*n+1j, =
(u2, 0 , uj, =) uj, =( y).
From Section 2 we get:
} :j{2
1
*n+1j, =
(u j, = , u2, 0) uj, =( y)}C=D+1N.
We apply the following elementary formula to the resolvent
|

0
tne&t* dt=
1
cn
1
*1+n
,
where cn is a normalisation. Below, we will repeatedly use the fact that
u2, 00. We will write { instead of {= .
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[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0]( y)=cn |

0
tn(et2= u2, 0)( y) dt
=cn E y _|

0
tnu2, 0(Wt 7 {) dt&
cn E y _|

{F
tnu2, 0(Wt 7 {) dt&
=cn E y _|

0
(t+{F)n u2, 0(W(t+{F ) 7 {) dt&
cn |

0
tnE y[u2, 0(W(t+{F ) 7 {)& dt
=cn |

0
tnE y[E y[u2, 0(W(t+{F ) 7 {) | F{F]] dt
=cn |

0
tnE y[EW{F [u2, 0(Wt 7 {)]] dt
cn E y _EW{F _|
{0
0
tnu2, 0(Wt 7 {) dt&&
=E y[(&20)&(n+1) u2, 0(W{F )]
=
1
*n+12, 0
E y[u2, 0(W{F )]

1
*n+12, 0
1
4
min[u2, 0(z) | z # F1]

1
*n+12, 0
1
4
d
2
ru2, 0 } r=R1+O(=
2). K
Remark 3.2. Let us look at one of the holes
H=[ | y|=R1] & B(xk , =).
Let d( y)=dist( y, 0=), and let d_ be normalised surface measure on
[ | y|=R1], then
|
H
d( y) d_( y)|
[ y # H | d( y)=2]
=2 d_( y)
==2(=2)D&1
_D&1
RD&11 _~ D
+O(=D+1)
=2&D=D
_D&1
RD&11 _~ D
+O(=D+1),
where _m=volRm (B(1)) and _~ D is the surface measure of [ | y|=1] in RD.
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Lemma 3.2. Let x # 0= , |x|=R1&$. Then there exists a positive constant
c1 such that
[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0](x)c1=D$&(D&1)+O(=D+1).
Here c1 can be chosen as
c1=2&(2D+3)
_D&1
_~ D
R&11 (2R1&$)
1
*n+12, 0
(ru2, 0 | r=R1 ).
Proof. The same calculus as above, again using the strong Markov
property of Brownian motion, proves that
[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0](x)cn |

0
tnEx[EW{B [u2, 0(Wt 7 {)]] dt,
where
{B(|)=inf [t0 | |Wt (|)|R1]
is the exit time from the ball of radius R1 . Using the integral formula and
the spectral theorem, the right hand side is equal to
Ex _ :

j=1
1
*n+1j, =
(u2, 0 , uj, =) uj, =(W{B)& .
Now, the exit distribution of the ball for Brownian motion started at x is
explicitly known [1, p. 92] so we get
[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0](x)
 :

j=1
1
*n+1j, =
(u2, 0 , uj, =) |
S=
K(x, y) uj, =( y) d_( y)
=
1
*n+12, =
(u2, 0 , u2, =) |
S=
K(x, y) u2, =( y) d_( y)+O(=D+1).
where d_ is normalised surface measure on S= and
K(x, y)=RD&21
R21&|x|
2
| y&x|D
.
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If we just include the hole nearest to x in the integral, we get:
|
S=
K(x, y)
1
*n+12, =
(u2, 0 , u2, =) u2, =( y) d_( y)
\RD&21 2R1&$($+$)D $+\2&D=D
_D&1
RD&11 _~ D+\
1
*n+12, 0
1
8
ru2, 0 } r=R1+
+O(=D+1).
Thus c1 can be chosen as
c1=2&(2D+3)
_D&1
_~ D
R&11 (2R1&$)
1
*n+12, 0
(ru2, 0 | r=R1). K
Now, we can prove Theorem 3.1:
Proof. If |x|=R1&$ and $>>=, then
|uj, =(x)|&uj, =& e*j, =Ex[{=]
=&uj, =& e*j, =o$(1),
where o$(1) tends to zero as $ gets small2. Therefore
} :j{2
1
*n+1j, =
(u j, = , u2, 0) u j, =(x)}=D$&(D&1)o$(1).
On the other hand,
[(&2=)&(n+1) u2, 0](x)c1=D$&(D&1)+O(=D+1).
Choosing now =, $ sufficiently small, we get a contradiction if u2, =(x)0.
K
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2 In fact,
Ex[{=]=Ex[{0]+O(=)
=
R21&|x|
2
D
+O(=)
=
2R1&$
D
$+O(=).
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